Redcrest-Englewood--People Return

Community Blends With Picturesque Redwood Setting

By CHEF SCHIRZKOFF

(Story by Don Turner)

Forty-three miles south of Eureka, on Highway 101, you come to an area of sylvan loneliness—a Sherwood forest steppe. Frontier hills surround it, and on its southern end, it slopes gently down to Ed river amid hidden bowers and glades.

Originally, this little community was known as Englewood, but in recent years, its southern sector has developed into a resort and business center known as Redcress. Together, Englewood and Redcress present another of those millions of pictures for which Humboldt has become world-famed.

There is a clean mountain stream in the air, a noticeable scent of wildflowers, a profusion of mountain laurel, mixtures of hazel lower from 1500 to 1800 feet in height. Much of the wild life and flora is here, most of it native to the area. It is a place of beauty, of peace, of quiet. And the area has become popular with the tourist, who finds it a place of beauty, of peace, of quiet.

One of the Dey's beautiful summer homes on their Englewood ranch.

RUSTIC GATE BETWEEN TREES ENHANCES SETTING OF CHILD'S RANCH

Highway 101 is Redcress' "Main Street," completely with background.

The Dey's have a beautiful home on the ranch, one of the prettiest and most scenic of the area. The house is built of native stone, with large windows overlooking the mountains.

The Dey's have been living in Redcress for several years, and have become active in community affairs. They are well-known for their hospitality and their love of the outdoors.

Englewood Park has a tennis court, and the town has a fine swimming pool.

OLD LOG SCHOOLS HOUSE IS AS GOOD AS EVER

Cheerful group in session at Redcress store--Bill Johnson (left), Bill Murphy, Frank Norman, Miss Terry Norman, and "Mayor" John Harlow.

Redcress' new baseball park, given by Don Turner, takes shape.

Artistic dining room, Englewood Park.

Redcress's little community is known for its beauty and peace, and has become a popular destination for those seeking a quiet retreat. The area is rich in natural beauty, with forests, streams, and mountain vistas. The Dey's have been active in the community, contributing to its growth and development. The area is becoming more popular with tourists, who are drawn to its natural beauty and peaceful atmosphere.

The Dey's home is one of the prettiest and most scenic in the area. It is built of native stone, with large windows overlooking the mountains. The town has a fine swimming pool, and the park has a tennis court. The area is full of natural beauty, with forests, streams, and mountain vistas. The Dey's have been active in the community, contributing to its growth and development. The area is becoming more popular with tourists, who are drawn to its natural beauty and peaceful atmosphere.